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                                    WE                It's Been a  !!!!   Long,                   PART       

  Long, Long, Long, 

  Long, Long, Long, 

                                                                             Long, Long, Long, 

Time Since The Blue Eagle Song. 

Yes, its a long, long, long time from  

may to december to a 3 day Las vegas quicky. 

   Yes, it's a long time from have a heart to get a life, 

 From up the creek without a paddle- To down the tube 

  In an acid cube, from here's a quarter brat, skidoo to the movies- 

To here's 3.50, rent a tape, meditate, go back to your room, masturbate. 

It's a long time from cheek to cheek under the NRA Blue Eagle, we do our part- 

To times have changed. nobody cares about the poor or ethnics or ethics anymore, 

From brother can you spare a dime- To I come in peace, man, can you spare some change, 

To get off my lawn you filthy creeps! Get a horse! Get a job! Get happy! Get lost! Get a life! 

From give me a job, I'll do anything- To don't pay me for overtime, just let me kiss your ass. 

 It's a long     time from,"Abraham Lincoln is a pitiful imbecilic huge gangling hideous baboon," 

To,"Ronald         Reagan's   unique, far reaching intelligence makes Athena's mi        nd swoon," 

From the            only       good jap is a dead jap to the only good      car is         a jap car, 

But it               takes     no   time at all for a child to fall, in   no       time           at all 

A leaf                will         fall, and what about September?             It            is fall. 

     It takes time for  the sun to fall. 

       It takes time for  the moon to fall. 

       It took a long time   for Hitler to fall. 

        In meticulous time   Charlie's pants fall. 

          In sweet subtle time    Stanley's pants fall. 

       W i t h  a  h u g e  t h u d     O l l i e ' s  pants fall .  

      Am i again a prisoner of a dull pain pang this fall? 

       Here comes that big picky moral chain gang an' all. 

       I must not mention the most dark and common fall. 

       It sure takes forever         for nothing to fall. 

         
it

 certainly has taken a long             time for the next nuke to fall.
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Stars shine bright on shatter light. in back of that God bless Fifty stars flat on their bald eagle back squeak the  

good old days.:Thee. the. That's a joke son all the way from hitler wasn’t so bad to Don't waste Jack, Jack, folks. 


